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This thesis examines several models for the computation
of target coverage when multiple rounds are fired at a target.
Fractional kill of a fragment sensitive target by a fragment-
ing projectile as a function of the number of rounds fired is
compared for two models. The first is a standard salvo-fire
model in which N rounds are fired at the same aim point. In
the second model, single shot kill probability is computed
for a fragment sensitive target and then fractional kill from
the firing of N rounds is computed according to the assumption
that the effects of each round are independent. The need for
sophisticated target coverage models (such as salvo-fire
models) is demonstrated by the results of computations per-
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A list of symbols used in the text and computer programs
is given below.
ENGLISH SYMBOLS



















lethal radius of projectile A
lethal radius in range AX
lethal radius in deflection AY
ballistic error





average fraction of target killed F(N)
with salvo of N rounds using AFTK
dependent model
average fraction of target killed TERMIN(N)
with salvo of N rounds using AFTK (INDEP)
independent model
target location error
probability density function of
target location error
N number of projectiles N
NRDS
intentional offset
(p,q) location of target element
PE probable error in range



















probable error in deflection
cumulative kill probability PKILL(N)
with salvo of N rounds using
dependent model
cumulative kill probability
with salvo of N rounds using
independent model
probability of killing target
located at x=0 with one round
given aim point is xa
probability of killing target
with one round given aim
point is x,y
range
postulated location of target
reference point
actual location of target BX,BY
reference point used by fire
direction center
target density or weighting
measure
target density or area weighting
function
point of projectile impact
aim point for 2D model
aim point for ID model
distance from point of impact to
aim point





target location error standard
deviation





























mean aim point for ID model
mean target location error
in range








A. TARGET COVERAGE MODELS
Since their development over 20 years ago, target cover-
age models have been used to provide insight into the
effectiveness of artillery weapons systems and problems of
weapons system design and associated force structure analysis.
More recent work by C. H. Hess [10] has been directed toward
providing a model adaptable to operational use by combat com-
manders. These models are used to calculate the fractional
kill of a fragment sensitive target by a fragmenting projec-
tile as a function of the number of rounds fired.
In this thesis a standard salvo-fire model in which N
rounds are fired at the same aim point was compared to a
model which assumes that the effects of each of the N rounds
fired are independent. In the latter model, single shot kill
probability is computed for a fragment sensitive target and
then fractional kill from the firing of N rounds is computed
according to the independence assumption.
Because of the great simplification in expression for the
computation of cumulative target effects, it has been assumed
in some target coverage studies that the effects of multiple
rounds from the same weapon fired at a single target were
independent. For example, this was done in the recent Marine
Amphibious Force Fire Support Study (U) [12, 13]. More real-
istic and (unfortunately) complex models of such a tactical

situation are available. In light of increased costs in
both computational time and analysis effort, it is of interest
to examine whether such sophistications are justified. Hence,
this thesis compared these modeling alternatives.
B. PURPOSE
The purpose of this thesis was to compare in detail a
model which used the independence of effects of rounds assump-
tion with a standard salvo-fire model.
C. SALVO MODELS
In a salvo-fire model it is assumed that (1) the aim point
is constant for all N rounds and (2) the N rounds are fired
more or less simultaneously [11] . From this salvo model, one
computes the expected fractional kill by N rounds all having
the same lethal area and all aimed at the same point relative
to the target center [1]
.
The above model describes numerous tactical situations
among which are (1) one artillery tube sequentially fires N
identical rounds at the same aim point and (2) N artillery
tubes fire identical rounds simultaneously at the same aim
point from the same location. Elsewhere in this thesis there
is a partial analysis of the vast spectrum of artillery opera-
tions. The salvo-fire model specifically applies (without
any modification) to the case when N rounds are sequentially
fired at the same aim point without changes in this aim point
due to updated intelligence about the target during the firing





"The greatest demoralizing effect on the enemy
can be achieved by delivering a maximum number




II. THE GENERAL TARGET COVERAGE MODEL
A. ANALYSIS OF THE ARTILLERY SYSTEM
The forward observer (FO) who maintains communication
with the fire direction center (FDC) is normally located
between the firing battery and the enemy target, and attempts
to move about the battlefield in such a manner as to achieve
a commanding field of view while maintaining concealment. He
is responsible for target acquisition which includes detec-
tion (the determination of the existence or presence of a
target), identification (the determination of the nature,
composition and size of the target, and location (the deter-
mination of the three dimensional coordinates of the target)
,
of ground targets for the purpose of effective employment of
supporting weapons [2]..
The FO transmits this information to the FDC which con-
sists of gunnery, intelligence, and communication elements.
The FDC is the element of the artillery headquarters through
which the commander exercises fire direction and control. The
FDC translates the information received from the FO into the
appropriate fire commands and transmits the commands to the
batteries [3] . The gun crews then set the proper elevation
and azimuth readings on the guns and engage the target as
directed.
An error free execution of this process would result in
positive destruction of the target. It is the introduction
12

of errors that creates the target coverage problem (see
Figure 1) . The FO makes errors in locating and reporting
the target. The FDC makes errors in translating the location
of the target into gun settings. The gun crews make errors
in placing the settings on the guns and finally nature creates
errors in the trajectory of the projectile due to such vari-
abilities as tube wear, temperature, humidity, and wind vari-
ation. The general target coverage problem is to determine
expected damage to the target from knowledge about these
errors (their distributions) and from knowledge of intentional
offsets, lethality and target density functions.
B. DELIVERY ERRORS
The system delivery errors present in the general target
coverage model are errors inherent to the system and are
composed of (1) the target location error which may alterna-
tively be thought of as an aiming error, and (2) the ballistic
error. Target location (aim) errors in range and deflection
are associated with the entire delivery system while ballistic
errors are associated with individual weapons.
1. Target Location Errors
Field artillery cannon targets are located by an ar-
tillery forward observer who identifies the target and reports
its location to the Fire Direction Center. These targets are
imprecisely located due to errors in target acquisition and
possible movement by the target in the time interval between
acquisition and attack. The target's reported position (U,V)
which is the aim point for the artillery tube if there is no
13



















F =/////7//l(U #V;u,v)b(x fy;x /yld(p,q;x,y)w(p fq;u fv)dpdqdUdVdxdydxdy
n — — — —
Figure 1. General Target Coverage Model.
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intentional offset is distributed with respect to the true
target centroid (u,v) according to some probability density
function, _l(U,V;u,v). The usual assumption is that
]UU,V;u,v) has the form of a noncorrelated bivariate normal
distribution. If there is no mean target location error, then
L is centered on the true target location and its distribution
is symmetric. USACDCEC Experiment 31.1 [16] has shown that
the mean target location errors are nonzero, the range error
being significantly greater than the deflection error. Thus,
the more realistic assumption is that L is distributed as a




SWEM [14] considers three types of ballistic errors;
normal, uniform, and stick which is a combination of a uniform
and a normal distribution. The impact of rounds at (x,y) is
distributed according to some probability density function
b(x,y;x,y) . For artillery coverage problems, the common assump-
tion is that B has a noncorrelated bivariate normal distribu-
tion since, by the Central Limit Theorem, the sum of a number
of independent well-behaved random variables can be expected
to approach normality.
C. TARGET DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Hess [10] defines a target as a collection of elements
(considered either as points or area increments) which are
located in an area. Each target element (p,q) is independently
and identically distributed at the target location according to
15

a target density function w(p,q;u,v) which has properties of
a probability density function. For a continuously distrib-
uted target such as an airfield runway, the elements would
be treated as area increments and the target density would be
uniform. A uniform distribution might also be appropriate for
ammunition storage bunkers dispersed over an area, but in
this case the target elements would be points.
The target density function does double duty because it
can also be thought of as an area weighting function. If the
target is an infantry unit deployed over an area, that sub-
area occupied by the unit leader should be weighted more
heavily than areas of equal size occupied by non-leaders.
This distribution of weight over the target area would result
in a peaked, non-uniform distribution. The most common form
of W has been the uniform distribution in some specified
square, rectangular, circular or elliptical area.
D. DAMAGE (LETHALITY) FUNCTIONS
Field artillery cannons firing fragmenting projectiles
kill fragment . sensitive targets by exploding and throwing off
schrapnel. Thus, it is not necessary for a direct hit to
occur in order for the round to be effective. The damage
function resulting from the exploding rounds depends on both
the target element location (p,q) and the impact point (x,y)
and is denoted by d(p,q;x,y).
The simplest and most common form of the damage function
is a cookie cutter (see Figure 2(a)). This form specifies a
Constant amount of damage out to some range R from point of
16

impact, beyond which there is zero damage. Other more
accurate but more complicated damage functions are avail-
able which give a more realistic estimate of true projectile
lethality (see (b) through (f) in Fig. 2) . Figure 3 from
BRL report 1544 [1] compares a poor damage function (the
cookie cutter) , a good damage function (the exponential)
,
and the true function.
E. BIAS
Bias is the sum of the mean target location error and any
intentional offset from the actual target centroid and deter-
mines the location of aim point (x,y) with respect to the
target centroid. When there is no intentional offset,
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Distance from the Burst
Figure 3. Round Lethality Function
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III. THE SALVO MODEL
A. INTRODUCTION
The salvo-fire model is a specific form of the general
target coverage model. The conditions of salvo-fire
dictate an explicit form for each of the parametric distri-
butions discussed in the last chapter. These explicit forms
for one and two dimensional cases are discussed below.
B. ONE DIMENSION CASE
The one dimension model is convenient for conveying the
essential features of a salvo-fire model without obscuring
its features with unessential details and complicated rela-
tionships. Using a rectangular coordinate system (see Fig. 4)
with the target reference point located at x=0, the assumed
aim point is at some point x . This distance is a measure of
target location error or alternatively, of aiming error. The
ith round impacts at x^ .
TARGET
x, x, x, x xK x,b
5 b 2 b 3 a
b
1 _ b 4
Figure 4. ID Target Coverage Model.
1. Specific Assumptions
a. Target Location Error
x is distributed normally with mean y and
a a











x^ is distributed normally with mean x and
variance a, so that
b





The functional form for the damage function is the
exponential function,
d(x) = exp ! 2f- X^
2a'
where a is a shape parameter derived from a fit to experimental
lethality data which has been independently determined from
fragmentation tests or other techniques and is called the lethal
radius. "x" is the distance from center of impact.
2. The Analytical Model [15]
Under these assumptions the conditional probability of
killing the target with one round given that the aim point is
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Considering the firing of N rounds at an aim point and then
averaging over a distribution of aim points, the result is,
-oo a a
I M / _« \K"1 ? \2( a2+ah2+Ka^)j
= a -a oa'/
i/a 2 +a 2 I v4 2 +a, 2+Ka 2
V b / b a
If the assumption is made that the effects of rounds are
statistically independent then the independent model is,




The computer program used to calculate the values of PK ,
PK* , PK*-PK (absolute difference) and PK*-PK (relative
PKN
difference) for N=l to 15 is given as Appendix A. The inputs
for this program are "a", u , o , and a,. Values for these
inputs were determined as follows.
a. Lethal Radius
No attempt was made to fit "a" to experimental
lethality functions nor to determine "a" from classified
lethality data. As used in this study it was the radius of
burst obtained by subtracting the width of an open sheaf from
the front of an open sheaf as shown in FM 6-40 [4] and divid-
ing by two. (See Fig. 5.) Approximate "a" derived in this
manner for various weapons is shown in Table I.
22

Figure 5. Lethal Radius.
TABLE I








b. Mean Aim Point
Experiment 31.1 [16] showed that the mean target
location error among forward observers under daylight condi-
tions using nine target types, two environmental conditions,
and over various ranges was -167 meters in range and 2 8
meters in deflection. For particular combinations of envi-
ronment and targets, mean range error was as much as -407
meters and mean deflection error as much as 72 meters.
c. Target Location Error Standard Deviation
A supplement to experiment 31.1 gave probable
errors for three types of target location techniques and three
range bands (see Table II) . Standard deviation was determined
by dividing the probable error by .6745.
d. Ballistic Error Standard Deviation
This data was extracted from standard artillery
firing tables [5, 6, 7,. 8] and is displayed in Table III.
3. Comparison of Independent and Dependent Models
The computer program used to calculate values of PK
and PK* also calculated the absolute difference PK*-PK_ 7 andN N N
the relative difference (PK*-PKN )/PK . While the absolute
difference may have been small, reflecting small values of
PKN and PK* , the relative difference may have been quite
large.
To determine the effect on model differences of vari-
ous values of the input variables, each was in turn varied
over a range and the others held constant at a base value.






























































































































































selected so that they would be representative and so that
probabilities of kill would vary over most of their 0-1
range. Figures 6-9 illustrate the relative model differ-
ence as a function of the number of rounds fired. Note that
the vertical scales vary.
Relative difference plotted against N was in all
cases an initially increasing function. This occurred as a
result of model equality for N=l and the fact that PK* >. PKN
for all N. When the probabilities of kill approached their
limiting values of zero or one, absolute difference decreased
causing a decrease in relative difference. This resulted in
a curve which initially increased then decreased as the
probabilities of kill got close to one.
An analysis of the curves plotted in Figures 6-9
resulted in the general observation that relative difference
increased as N increased for small probabilities of kill. It
was therefore expected that relative difference would increase
if factors that caused a degeneration in probability of kill
were increased. This was reflected in Fig. 6 which showed
that relative difference increased as lethal radius decreased.
Figure 7 showed an increase in relative difference for an
increase in mean aim point until the mean aim point was so
far off target that the probabilities of kill approached zero.
Relative difference increased as ballistic error decreased
which at first looked like a contradition to the premise that
relative difference would increase as degenerative factors
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ballistic error caused increased probability of kill due to
the fact that the aim point was quite far from the target. An
increase in dispersion resulted in rounds landing further




The premise was further reinforced by Fig. 9 which
showed an increase in relative difference as the distribution
of aim errors flattened out, causing a degeneration in prob-
abilities of kill.
C. TWO DIMENSION CASE
The addition of a second dimension brought the model much
closer to reality and provided a method for getting answers
to the target coverage problem in real would situations. Both
range and deflection errors were taken into account so that
the functional forms of error distributions were bivariate.
Results of the calculations are included as Appendix A.
1. Specific Assumptions
a. Target Location Error
The target location error was assumed to be un-
corrected bivariate circular normal so that,










The ballistic error was assumed to be uncorrelated
bivariate circular normal so that,
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b(x,y;x,y) = 1 exp
2-no




The target was assumed to have a value of one and
was assumed to be distributed over the area it occupied
according to an uncorrelated bivariate circular normal distri-
bution about the target centroid so that,
2 2
w(p,q;u,v) = 1 exp - (p +q )
2ira, 2a
d. Damage (Lethality)
The damage function had the form of an exponential
damage function so that,




d(p,q;x,y) = exp - r (
2 L
e. Bias (Offset)
This model assumed that there was no bias.
2. The Analytical Model [15]
Under these assumptions the probability of killing the
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If the assumption is made that rounds are statistically
independent then the independent model is,
The computer program used to calculate AFTK for both
independent and dependent models, absolute difference and
relative difference is given as Appendix D. The inputs for
this program are "a", a , o and a . Values for these inputs
were determined as follows.
a. Lethal Radius
The lethal radius was determined as for the one
dimension case.
b. Target Density Standard Deviation
A typical small target for artillery weapons is
an infantry platoon in a defensive perimeter. Consider a
platoon of about 40 men configured in a circular defensive
perimeter with 10 three-man foxholes two meters wide on the
perimeter with 10 meters between foxholes. If the target has
about 95% of its value normally distributed on and within the
perimeter (there may be listening posts outside the perimeter)
then the radius of the defensive position which is approximate-
ly 20 meters would be at two standard deviations. Therefore,
a, standard deviation of 10 meters would be a good approxima-
tion for a small target.
34

c. Target Location Error Standard Deviation
This value is determined from Experiment 31.1 as
outlined in the one dimension case.
d. Ballistic Error Standard Deviation
This data was extracted from standard artillery
firing tables [5, 6, 7 , 8] and is displayed in Table III.
3. Comparison of Independent and Dependent Models
Figures 10 - 13 illustrate the relative model differ-
ence as a function of the number of rounds fired. Note that
the vertical scales vary.
D. APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC WEAPONS SYSTEMS
The model could be used to calculate AFTK for specific
weapons systems if certain of the assumptions for the two di-
mension case were changed to conform to actual distributions
for the various inputs. This was accomplished by assuming
non-correlated bivariate elliptical normal distributions and
allowing for bias. Inputs for this model were taken from
actual data if available and estimated if not available. An
exception was the lethal radius "a" for various weapons. It
was determined as for the one dimension case and was not based
on classified lethality data which was available. Results of
the calculations are included as Appendix B.
1. Specific Assumptions
a. Target Location Error
The target location error was assumed to be uncor-



















Figure 11. 2D Relative Difference for a
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b. Ballistic Error
The ballistic error was assumed to be uncorrelated










The target was assumed to have a value of one and
to be distributed as an uncorrelated bivariate elliptical








lity) \ Ld. Damage (Lethali ]
The damage function was given the form of an un-
correlated bivariate elliptical normal distribution so that,
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and F*=l-(1-F ) for statistically independent rounds. Values
for the inputs required in the computer program for this model
were determined as follows.
a. Lethal Radius
In reality a__ and a depend on the angle of fallx y
of the projectile which in turn depends on the trajectory of
the round. Generally angle of fall will increase then de-
crease with range. The values for av and a could be accu-3 X y
rately determined from angle of fall data contained in firing
tables and classified lethality data. However, in this program
these values were determined as outlined in the one dimension
case so that for the 105mm howitzer, for instance, a =a =15.
' ' X y
b. Target Location Error Standard Deviation
These values were extracted from Table II for three
representative ranges for each weapon.
c. Ballistic Error Standard Deviations





The target used for the specific weapons case
was target Type F from Experiment 31.1 [16]. Target Type F
consisted of 24 men stationary in a defensive formation with
half the personnel simulating digging in. Values for U and
V, the mean target location errors for range and deflection
respectively, were taken from Experiment 31.1 for data based
on target Type F. These values were U=-158 meters and V=32
meters which was an average over all observer-target ranges.
e. Target Density Function Standard Deviations
These values were determined for target Type F
by the method outlined in the two dimensional case of a platoon
in a defensive perimeter, giving a radius of 16.6 meters and a
target density standard deviation of 8.3 meters.
3. Comparison of Independent and Dependent Models
Appendix B gives tables of average fraction of target
killed for the case of specific weapons. The tables show
that when in the artillery operation N rounds are fired and
elliptical distributions and representative data are used, the
error resulting from the independence of effects of rounds
assumption is greater than 300% in some cases. The error was
large enough to conclude that studies based on this simplifying
assumption may lead to erroneous conclusions. This was perhaps
the situation in the MAF Fire Support Study mentioned in the
introduction. In that study ordnance expenditures required to








N = the average number of rounds, required to
achieve the desired level of destruction of
the target,
K = the level of destruction required,
E(C) = the average fraction of target killed from
the delivery of one round (called F, in this
paper)
.














which is the independent model developed in this paper.
The MAF study used the Simplified Weapons Evaluation
Model (SWEM) [14] to determine E(C) 's for the various target-
weapon coverage problems encountered in that study. The SWEM
model is very general and has the capability of calculating
the average fraction of target killed without making the
independence assumption. In order for the MAF study to use
the independence assumption, it would have been necessary to
calculate F^ using the SWEM model and then apply the formula
K=l-(1-F, ) . This procedure does not use the SWEM model to
its full capability and results in errors, the size of which




There was a significant difference between the results
of computations with the model in which it is assumed that
the effects of rounds are independent and the standard salvo-
fire model. In some cases this difference was more than 300%
and was usually greater than 200% for the two dimension
model in which elliptical normal distributions and representa-
tive input data were used. Hence it is concluded that the
model which assumes statistical independence of effects of
rounds is a very poor approximation to the salvo-fire model.
Analysts performing studies on weapons system design,
stockpiling ammunition, cost analysis, and related target
coverage studies should be aware of the limitations of sim-
plified target coverage models (such as the independence of
effects model for the firing of N rounds) . The use of such
simplified models should be justified by representative cal-
culations to determine the amount of disparity between them
and the more sophisticated models. Otherwise, large errors
in average fraction of target killed may result.
Future analysis on the subject material covered in this
thesis might include (1) model verification and more accurate
comparisons based on classified lethality data; (2) exten-
sion of the target coverage model to battery firing; (3) com-
parisons of other than salvo-fire target coverage models with
simplified models; and (4) the use of such target coverage




COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR 2D MODEL
These tables contain values for N, the number of rounds
fired in the salvo, AFTK, the average fraction of target
killed for the dependent model, AFTK(INDEP), the average
fraction of target killed for the independent model,
DIFF (ABSOLUTE ) , the absolute difference, and DIFF (RELATIVE)
,
the relative difference.










The tables contain computations for all 1215 combinations of









7 0. 375 0.992
8 0.889 0.996






15 0.93 7 1.000
LETHAL PADIUS= 10.
TARGET OENSITY VARIANCE* 1G0.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE* 0.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE* CO


















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE* 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE* 900.0

















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE* 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE* 0.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE* 360C.0




















f 0.4 86 0.A87











A 0.1C1 0. 101
5 0.125 0.125





11 0.2 54 0.254
12 0.274 0.27 4
13 0.2^3 0.29 3














12 0.0 r 3 0.02 9
13 0.008 0.03 2
14 0.008 0.034
15 0.00 8 0.037
LETHAL RADIUS= 10.0
TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 10C.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0

















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0














TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE^ 3600.0













0.00 2 0.0 71
0.00 2 0.0 77
0.C03 0.083
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1 0.002 0.00 2 0.0
2 0.005 0.005 0.0
3 0.007 0.007 0.0
4 0.00 9 0.01 0.001
5 0.011 0.012 0.001
6 0. 313 .015 0.00 2
7 0.015 0.017 0.002
8 0.016 0.019 0.003
9 0.018 0.022 C » 4
10 0.020 0.024 0.004
11 0.021 . C 2 6 0.00 5
12 0.023 0.02 9 0.006
13 0.024 0.031 0.007
14 n.025 0.034 C.008
15 0.02 7 0.036 0.009
LETHAL RADIUS= 10.0
TARGET DENSITY VAR I ANCE= 100.0
1 0.002 0.002
2 0.0O5 0.005
3 . 00 7 0.00 7
4 0.00 9 0.009









13 0.027 0.0 29
14 0.02 9 0.031




TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE 3 1CO.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= C.C








6 0.002 0.00 4
7 0.0C2 0.004
8 0.002 0.00 5
9 0.002 0.006
10 0.002 0.00 6





































LETHAL RADIUS 3 10.0
TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE 3 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE 3 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE 3 9CC.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.001 0.001
2 0.001 0.001
3 0.002 0.00 2
4 0.002 0.00 2
5 0.003 0.00 3
6 0.003 0.00 4
7 0.004 0.00 4
8 0.004 0.005
9 0.005 0.00 6
10 0.00 5 0.006
11 0.005 0.007
12 0. 006 0.00 7
13 0.006 0.008
14 0.0C6 0.009


































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE 3 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE 3 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE 3 3600.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.001 0.001
2 0.001 0.001
3 0.002 0.00 2
4 0.002 0.00 2
5 0.003 0.00 3
6 0.0C4 0.00 4
7 0.004 0.00 4
8 0.005 0.0^5
9 0.0^5 0.00 5
10 0.006 0.006
11 0.006 0.00 7
12 0.007 0.00 7
13 0.007 0.00 8
14 C.008 0.00 9































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
0.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)










11 0.02 5 0.087
12 0.025 0.094
13 0.02 6 0.101



































TARGET DENSITY VARIAMCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE^ 900.0
0.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP) DIFF( ABSOLUTE) DIFF(RELATIVE)
1 0.008 0.00 8
2 0.015 0.015
3 0.022 0.023
4 0.02 8 0.0 30
5 0.034 0.039






12 0.070 0.08 8
13 0.075 0.095
14 0.079 0.102
































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIAMCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.
C
0.0







7 0.042 C.04 3
8 0.04 8 0.05^
9 0.054 0.056
10 0.059 0.06 2
11 0.06 5 0.067
12 0.070 0.073
13 0.075 0.079






































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARMNCE = 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0




4 0.004 0.00 8
5 0.004 0.010
6 0.005 0.011
7 0.00 5 0.013
8 0.005 0.015
9 0.005 0.017
10 0.00 6 0.019
11 0.006 0.021
12 0.006 0.023
13 C. 006 0.02 5
14 0.006 0,026


































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100. G
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VAPIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.00 2 0.002
2 0.004 0.004
3 0.00 5 0.006
4 0.007 0.00 3












































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.
C
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.002 0.00 2
2 0.004 0.004
3 0.00 5 0.0 05
4 0.00 7 0.00 7
5 0.009 0.00 9
6 0.010 0.011
7 0.012 0.012





13 0.021 . C 2 3
14 0.023 0.02 5



































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE^ 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.001 0.001
2 0.001 0.001
3 0.001 0.00 2
4 0.001 0.002





10 0.00 2 0.006
11 0.002 0.006
12 0.002 0.007




































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VAPIANCE= 900.0
N AFTK AFTK(INDEP) DI FF ( ABSOLUTE) D I FF (R ELAT I VE
)
1 0.001 0.001
2 0.001 0.00 1
3 0.0^2 0.00 2
4 0.00 2 0.00 2
5 0.003 0.00 3
6 0.0^3 0.0^3
7 0.003 0.004
8 0.004 0.C0 5
9 0.004 0.005
10 0.015 0.006
11 0.00 5 0.006
12 0.005 COO 7
13 0.006 0.00 7
14 0.00 6 0.00 8
































TARGET DENSITY VAPIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 16C000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.001 0.001
2 O.Q r l 0.001
3 0.002 0.00 2
4 0.002 0.002
5 0.003 0.003
6 0.003 0.00 3
7 0.004 0.0^4
8 0.004 0.005
9 0.005 0.00 5
10 0.00 5 0.006
11 0.006 0.006

































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIA!\ICE =
BALLISTIC ERROR VAPIANCE= 0.0
0.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.002 0.002
2 0.00 3 0.00 5








9 0.006 0.0 20
10 0.007 0.02 2






































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VART AMCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0
0.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.002 0.00 2
2 0.004 0.004
3 O.006 0.00 7






10 0.018 0. A 22
11 0.019 0.024
12 0.021 0.026




































TARGET DENSITY V£PIANCE= 44100.
C
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
0.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.00 2 0.002
2 0.0O4 0.00 4
3 0.006 0.006















































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIAMCE= 0.0




4 0.00 2 0.00 5
5 0.003 0.00 6
6 0.00 3 0.007










































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARMNCE = 40000.
C
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 90G.0




4 0.004 0.00 5
5 0.005 0.C06
6 0.006 0.007
7 0.007 0.00 8








































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE^ 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARI ANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.001 0.001
2 0.002 0.002
3 0.003 COO 3
4 0.0C4 0.00 5
5 0.0^6 0.00 6











































4 0,001 0.00 2
5 0.0C1 0.002
6 0.0C1 0.003
7 0.001 0.00 3
8 O.OC'l 0.004
9 0.001 0.004
10 0.001 0.00 5




15 0.00 2 0.C07
LETHAL RADIUS= 10.0
TARGET DENSITY VAPIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
N AFTK AFTK(INDEP) DI FF ( ABSOLUTE ) DI FF (R ELATIVE
)
















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= lbOOOO.O
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE^ 900.0

















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 4^100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARI ANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
N AFTK AFTK(INDEP) D I FF ( ABSOLUTE ) DI FF ( REL AT I VE
)
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0CO COCO CO
0.0 0.0







2 0.001 0.00 1
3 0.001 0.001
4 C0C2 0.00 2
5 0.002 C0C2
6 cor 3 0.003
7 0.003 0.003
8 0.0C3 0.00 4
9 0.CC4 0.00 4
10 0.004 0.00 5
11 0.004 0.C0 5








5 0.00 2 0.00 2
6 0.00 3 0.00 3
7 0.003 0.00 3
8 0.004 0.004
9 0.C04 0.004
10 0.00 5 0.005
11 0.0o5 0.00 5
12 0.005 0.006
13 0.006 0.00 6
14 0.006 0.007



























































































TARGET DENSITY VAPIANCE= 1C0.C
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0
0.0














































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.C
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 36CCC
0.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.196 0. 196
2 0.353 0.353
3 0.480 0.480








12 0.927 0.92 7





























TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE* 100,0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARI ANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIAMCE= 0.0





5 0.050 0. 10 5
6 0.053 0.12 5
7 0.056 0.144









































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE* 40000.
C
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE* 900.0








8 0.086 0. 159
9 0.090 0.178








































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE* 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE* 40000.
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE* 3600.0







7 0.10 5 0.133
8 0.115 0.150
9 0.125 0. 168
10 0.133 0. 184
11 0.141 0.201
12 0.148 0.217
13 0.155 0.23 3
14 0.162 C.248




































TARGET DENSITY VAPIANCE= 100.
C
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
N AFTK AFTK(INOEP)




5 0.013 0.02 8
6 C.014 0.033













































TARGET LOCATION EPROR VARI
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE^

















































































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.00 5 0.005
2 0.010 0.C11
3 0.015 0.016
4 0.019 0.02 2







12 0.041 0.06 ^
13 0. 043 0.06 9
14 0.045 0.074




































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROP VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
0.0

















































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE- 900.0
o.O
N AFTK AFTK( INDED) DIFF( ABSOLUTE)
1 0.065 0.065
2 0.112 0.125













































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
0.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.054 0.054
















































TARGET DENSITY VAPIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 400C0.0




3 0.031 0.0 50
4 0.035 0.066
5 0.033 0.082
6 0.0^1 0.09 8
7 0.044 C.113
8 0.046 0.128
9 0.047 0. 143







































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.









9 0.07^ 0. 141
10 0.073 0.155
11 0.076 0. 169
12 0.079 0. 183




































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE^ 3600.0




4 0.055 0.06 2
5 0.065 0.077
6 0.075 . C 9 2
7 0.083 0.106
8 0.091 0.120
9 0.099 0. 134
10 0.105 0. 148
11 0.112 0.162
12 0. 113 Co 17 5
13 0.123 0. 188



















































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0















15 0.017 0.075 0.058 3.380
LETHAL RADIUS= 30.0
TARGET DENSITY VA&IANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 9CC.0

















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0











































12 0.03 8 0.059
13 0.040 0.C64
14 0.04 2 0.069
15 0.043 0.074

1 0.02 0.020 0.0
2 0.030 0.040 0.010
3 0.036 0.05 9 0.022
4 0.041 0.078 0.036
5 0.045 0.096 0.051
6 0.048 0.114 0.0 66
7 0.051 0. 132 0.081
8 0.054 0.149 0.096
9 0.056 0. 166 0.11C
10 0.05 8 0.183 0.125
11 0.059 0. 199 0.140
12 0.061 0.215 0.154
13 0.063 0.231 0.168
14 0.064 0.246 0.182
15 0.065 0.261 0.196
LETHAL RADTUS= 30.0
TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION' ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0


















TARGET DENSITY VAPIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0

















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0


















1 0.020 0.02 0.0
2 0.034 0.03 9 0.005
3 0.0^6 O.05 8 0.012
4 0.055 0.076 0.022
5 0.062 0.094 0.032
6 0.068 0.112 0.044
7 0.074 0. 129 0.056
8 0.078 0.14 7 0.068
9 0.082 0. 163 0.081
10 0.086 0. 180 0.094
11 0.089 0. 196 0.106
12 0.093 C.212 0.119
13 0.095 0.227 0.132
14 0.098 0.24 2 0.144
15 0.100 0.257 0.157
1 0.019 0.019 0.0
2 0.035 0.037 0.002
3 0.050 0.05 5 0.00 5
4 0.063 0.07 2 0.009
5 0.076 0.089 0.014
6 0.087 0.106 0.019
7 0.097 0.123 0.026
8 0.106 0. 139 0.033
9 0.115 0.155 0.040
10 0.122 0. 170 0.048
11 0.130 0. 186 0.056
12 0.136 0.201 0.0 64
13 0.143 0.216 0.073
14 0.149 0.230 0.082
15 0.154 0.245 0.090

LETHAL RADIUS* 30.0
TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION FRROR VARIANCE* 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE* 0.0













13 0.033 0. 129

































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE* 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERRDR VARIANCE* 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE* 900.0











































































































































































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 16000O.0


















































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0
N AFTK AFTK( INOEP)
1 0.004 0.004
2 0.00 8 0.009
3 0.010 0.013
4 0.012 0.017
5 0.014 0.C2 2
6 0.015 . 2 6










































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE^ 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARI ANCE= 3600.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.004 0.O04










12 0.032 . o 5 1
13 0.034 0.055
14 0.035 0.059




















































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.
C
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0
N AFTK AFTK(INDEP) 1 FF ( ABSOLUTE ) D I FF (R EL AT I VE
)















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= O.C
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0














2 0. 918 0.918













1 0.4^3 0.40 3
2 0.644 0.644
3 0.787 0.787
4 0.873 C.87 3
5 0.924 0.924





11 0. 997 0.997
12 0. 998 0.993
13 0.999 0.993







TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.
C
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP) OIFF( ABSOLUTE)
1 0.059 0.059
2 0.087 0. 114
3 0.1^6 0.166
4 0.119 0.215












































TARGET DENSITY VARIAMCE= 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIAMCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0
N AFTK AFTM INDEP) DIFF( ABSOLUTE)
1 0.057 0.05 7
2 0.093 0.112
3 0.117 0. 16 3
4 0.136 0.211
5 0.150 0.256





11 0.201 0.47 9
12 0.207 0.508




































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
N AFTK AFTM INDEP)
1 0.0^4 0.0 54
2 0.096 C. 10 5
3 0.130 0.154
4 0.157 0. 200
5 0.180 n.243
6 0.199 0.28 4
7 0.216 0.323










































1 0.015 0.015 0.0
2 0.023 0.031 0.008
3 0.028 0.045 0.017
4 0.032 0,060 0.028
5 0.035 0.075 0.040
6 0.037 0.089 0.051
7 0.04C 0.103 0.063
8 0.041 0.117 0.075
9 0.043 0.130 0.0 87
10 0.C45 0. 144 0.099
11 0.046 0. 157 0.111
12 0.047 0.170 0.123
13 0.048 0.182 0.134
14 0.049 0. 195 G.146
15 0.050 0.20 7 0.157
LETHAL RADIUS= 50.0
TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.
C
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0


















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 90C.0

















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0


















1 0.015 0.015 0.0
2 0.025 0.030 0.005
3 0.032 0.045 0.C14
4 0.03 7 0.060 0.023
5 0.041 0.07 4 0.033
6 0.044 0.08 8 0.044
7 0.047 0.102 0.055
8 0.050 0.116 0.066
9 0.052 0.129 0.078
10 0.054 0.143 CO 89
11 0.056 C. 156 0.100
12 0.057 0.169 0.112
13 0.059 0, 182 0.123
14 0.060 0.194 0.134
15 0.06 2 0.206 0.145
1 0.015 0.015 0.0
2 0.027 0.030 0.003
3 0.037 0.044 0.008
4 0.045 0.059 0.014
5 0.051 0.073 0.022
6 0.057 0.0 87 0.C30
7 0.062 0.101 0.C39
8 0.066 0. 114 0.048
9 0.070 0.128 0.057
10 0.074 0.141 0.067
11 0.077 0.154 0.077
12 0.080 0. 166 0.087
13 0.082 0.179 0.096
14 0.085 0.191 0.106
15 0.C87 0.203 0.116

LETHAL RAOIUS= 50.0
TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 121C0.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
0.0

















































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE^ 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0
O.C




4 0.363 0. 505
5 C.396 0.585
6 0.423 0.65 2
7 0.446 0.70 8
8 0.464 0.755
9 0.481 0.795
10 0.495 0.82 8






































TARGET DENSITY VARIAMCE= 12100.0





















































































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 400C0.C
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0

















































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0




4 0.107 0. 169
5 0.118 0.20 6
6 0.128 0.242
7 0.136 0.276
8 0. 143 0.30 8
9 0.149 0.340







































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.043 0.043
2 0.077 0.084




7 0.173 0.26 5





13 0.227 0.43 5





































TARGET DENSITY VARIAMCE= 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0








8 0.039 0. 109
9 0.C40 0. 122
10 0.041 0.134
11 0.043 0. 147
12 0.044 0. 159




































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 1210C.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.
C
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.014 D.014




6 0.041 O.08 2
7 0.044 0.096
8 0.046 0. 10 8
9 0.048 0. 121
10 0.050 0.134
11 0.052 C. 146
12 0.053 0.158
13 0.055 0. 170



































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE^ 12100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0





5 0.04 8 C>68
6 0.053 0.081
7 0.058 G.C94











































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=



















































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE^
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0
O.C
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP) DIFF( ABSOLUTE) DIFF(RELATIVE)
1 0.053 0.053
2 0.085 0. 102
3 0.108 0.150
4 0.124 0. 194
5 0.138 0.23 7









































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 4^100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE=
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP)
1 0.050 0.050
2 0.089 0.097
3 0.120 0. 142
4 0.145 0.185
5 0.166 0.225
6 0. 184 0.264
7 0.199 0.301











































TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION FRROR VARIANCE= 40000.
C
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0
N AFTK AFTK(INOEP) D IFF ( ABSOLUTE) DI FF ( REL AT I VE
)
1 0.029 0.029 0.0 0.0
2 0.043 0.057 0.014 0.321
3 0.052 0.084 0.032 0.603
4 0.059 0.111 0.051 0.859
5 0.065 0.136 0.071 1.095
6 0.070 0.161 0.092 1.315
7 0.074 0.185 0.112 1.520
8 0.077 0.209 0.132 1.713
9 0.080 0.232 0.152 1.895
10 0.083 0.254 0.171 2.068
11 0.085 0.275 0.190 2.232
12 0.087 0.296 0.209 2.387
13 0.09O 0.317 0.227 2.535
14 0.092 0.336 0.245 2.676
15 0.093 0.356 0.262 2.811
LETHAL RADIUS= 50.0
TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIAMCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0
N AFTK AFTK(INDEP) DI FF ( ABSOLUTE ) DI FF (RELATIVE )
1 0.029 0.029 0.0 0.0
2 0.046 0.056 0.010 0.213
3 0.059 0.083 0.024 0.415
4 0.063 0.1C9 0.041 0.605
5 0.076 0.135 0.059 0.782
6 0.082 0.160 0.C78 0.950
7 0.087 0.184 0.097 1.107
8 0.092 0.2H7 0.115 1.256
9 0.0^6 0.230 0.134 1.397
10 0.099 0.252 0.152 1.531
11 0.103 0.273 0.170 1.657
12 0.106 0.294 0.188 1.778
13 0.109 0.314 0.205 1.893
14 0.111 0.334 0.222 2.003
15 0.113 0.353 0.239 2.107
LETHAL RADIUS= 50.0
TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VAPIANCE= 40000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 3600.0





























13 0.150 0.30 6
14 0.154 0.325
15 0. 158 0.344
71

1 0.012 . C 1 2
2 0.018 0.024














TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TAPGET LOCATIGM ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 0.0


















TARGET DENSITY VARIANCE= 44100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIAMCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARIANCE= 900.0


















TARGET DENSITY VARIAMCE= 4^100.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARIANCE= 160000.0
BALLISTIC ERROR VARTANCE= 3600.0






















6 0.035 0.0 70
7 0.037 0.081
8 0.039 0.09 2




13 0.04 7 0. 146
14 0.048 0. 156









9 0.056 0. 102
10 0.0 C.8 0.113
11 G.061 ~>. 123
12 0.063 0. 13 4
13 0.O6 5 0.144
14 0.067 0. 154

APPENDIX B
COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR SPECIFIC WEAPONS
These tables contain values for N, the number of rounds
fired in the salvo, AFTK, the average fraction of target
killed for the dependent model, AFTK(INDEP), the average frac-
tion of target killed for the independent model, DIFF (ABSOLUTE)
,
the absolute difference, and DIFF (RELATIVE) , the relative
difference.
Ballistic input data was for the following weapons and
ranges.
WEAPON RANGES (meters)
105mm howitzer 2500 5000 10,000
155mm howitzer 5000 10,000 15,000
8 inch howitzer 5000 10,000 14,500
175mm gun 10,000 20,000 30,000





MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-DEFL ECT I 0N = 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 11.9





































ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT ION-RANG E= 163.1



















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1







STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-R ANGE= 8.3
STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-DEFLECT I 0N= 8.3
STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 11.9





































ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I 0N-R4NGE= 778.3





















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-DEFLECT I 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV IATI ON-RANGE= 11.9
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFLECTI 0N= 1.5
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI CN-RANGE= 1366.9
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFL ECT I 0N= 94.9
AFTK AFTK( INDEP) DIFF( ABSOLUTE)
1 0.002 0.C02 0.0
2 0.00 3 0.003 0.001
3 0.003 0.005 0.002
4 0.004 0.006 0.003
5 0.004 0.008 0.004
6 0.005 0.010 0.005
7 0.005 0.C11 0.006
8 0.00 5 0.013 0.008
9 0.005 0.014 0.009
10 0.005 0.016 0.010
11 0.006 0.018 0.012
12 0.006 0.019 0.013
13 0.00 6 0.021 0.015
14 0.006 0.02 2 0.016



















MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERPOR-RANGE= -158.1





BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 16.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI CN-DEFLECTI 0N= 4.4
^J ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT ION-RANGE= 163.1








































































MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-DEFLECT I 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI 0N-RANGE= 16.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFLECTI 0N= 4.4
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT ION-RANGE= 778.3








7 0.00 9 0.019
8 0.010 0.02 2









































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERR0R-RANGE= -158.1




DE VI AT I ON-DEFLECT I 0N = 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-P ANGE= 16.3





































FRROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE= 1366.9




















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERRQR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD OE V I AT I ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-DE FL ECT I 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-RANGE= 28.2
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFL ECT I 0N= 10.4
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD





















































































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFL ECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY
TARGET DENSITY
STANDARD DE V I AT I 0N-RANGE= 8.3
STANDARD DEVI AT I ON-DE FL ECT I 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-R ANGE= 28.2
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-DEFLECTI 0N= 10.4
-J FRROR STANDARD DEV I AT I 0N-RANGE= 778.3







































































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFL ECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFLECT I 0N = 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 28.2



















LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 1366.9





































































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERRQR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEV I ATION-RANGc= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFLECT I 0N = 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-R ANGE= 16.3





































ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE= 163.1




















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEF LECTI 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE= 8.3





STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-R ANGE = 16.3







































ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANG E= 778.3





















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERRQR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I0N-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI ATION-DEFLECTION= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-R ANGE= 16.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFL ECTI 0N= 3.0
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT 1 0N-RANGE= 1366.9
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFLECT I 0N= 94.9
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP) DIFF( ABSOLUTE)
1 0.004 0.C04 0.0
2 0.007 0.00 9 0.002
3 0. 0C9 0.013 0.004
4 0.010 C.017 0.007
5 0.011 0.022 0.011
6 0.012 0.026 0.C14
7 C.012 0.030 0.018
8 0.013 0.034 0.021
9 0.014 0.039 0.025
10 0.014 0.043 0.029
11 0.015 0.047 0.032
12 0.015 0.051 0.036
13 0.015 . 5 5 0.040
14 0.016 0.059 0.044



















MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY
TARGET DENSITY
STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-RANGE = 8.3
STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-DE FLECT I 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-R ANGE= 40.0





































FRROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 163.1






















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERRCR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I ON= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-RANGE= 8
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI AT I ON-DEFLECTI 0N = 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-R ANGE= 40.0
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFLECTI 0N= 5.9
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT 1 0N-RANGE= 778.3
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFL ECT I 0N= 94.9
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP) DIFF( ABSOLUTE)
1 0.00 8 0.008 0.0
2 0.013 0.C15 0.002
3 0.017 0.022 0.00 5
4 0.021 0.0 30 0.C09
5 0.024 0.037 0.014
6 0.026 0.04^ 0.019
7 0.028 C . 5 2 0.024
8 0.030 0.059 0.C29
9 0.031 0.066 0.035
10 0.033 0.073 0.040
11 0.034 0.080 0.046
12 0.035 0.087 0.052
13 0.036 0.094 0.058
14 0.037 0.101 0.063



















MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DFNSITY
TARGET DENSITY
STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-RANGE = 8.3
STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-DE FLECT I 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 40.0





































FRROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 1366.9





















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-OEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI AT I ON-DEFLECT 1 0N =
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI 0N-RANGE= 59.3







































ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 163.1



















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECTI 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-DE FLECT I 0N =
BALLISTIC ERROR STANOARD DEV I ATI ON-RAMGE= 59.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFL ECT I 0N =
8.3
5.9
TARGET LOCATION FRROR STANDARD DEVIATI
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEVIATI
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP) DIFF( ABSO
1 0.008 0.008 o.o
2 0.014 0.015 0.001
3 0.019 0.02 2 0.004
4 0.023 0.03^ 0.007
5 0.026 0.037 0.011
6 0.02 9 0.044 0.C15
7 0.032 0.052 0.019
8 0.035 0.059 0.024
9 0.037 0.0 66 0.029
10 0.039 0.073 0.034
11 0.040 0.080 0.040
12 0.0^2 0.0 87 0.045
1 3 0.043 0*094 0.0 50
"14 0.045 0.101 0.056






















MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-DEFLECT 1 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-RANGE = 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI ATION-DEFLECT ION= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-R ANGE= 59.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATION-DEFLECTION= 5.9
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 1366.9
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT ION-DEFLECT ION= 94.9
















1 0.004 0.004 0.0
2 0.008 0.009 0.001
3 0.011 0.013 0.002
4 0.013 0.017 0.004
5 0.015 0.022 0.006
6 0.017 0.026 0.009
7 0.019 0.C30 0.012
8 0.020 0.034 0.014
9 0.021 0.039 0.017
10 0.022 0.043 0.020
11 0.023 0.047 0.024
12 0.024 0.051 0.027
13 0.025 0.055 0.030
14 0.026 0.059 0.033





MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT ION-RANGE= 8.3











STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 19.3
STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-DEFL ECTI 0N= 4.4
ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT ION-RANGE= 163.1
ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFL ECT I 0N= 94.9














































































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFL ECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD OEV I AT I ON-R ANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-DEFLECT I 0N =
BALLISTIC ERROR
BALLISTIC ERROR
STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-R ANGE= 19







































ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I OM-RANG E= 778.3




















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I GN= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI ATION-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-DEFLECTI 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 19.3



















LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 1366.9



































































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECTI 0N= 32.
C
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-RANGE= 8.3





STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-R ANGE= 38.5





































ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT ION-R ANGE= 163.1





















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECTI 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-RANGF = 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT ION-DE FLECT 1 0N =
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT ION-R ANGE= 38.5









































STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGF= 778.3


















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-RANGE = 8.
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFL ECT ION =
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-RANGE= 33
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFLECTION =
8.3
7.4
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD























































































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERR0R-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECTI 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-R ANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT ION-DE FL ECT I 0N = 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 56.3





































ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE = 163.1



















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERR0R-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEF L ECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI ATI 0N-RAMGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT ION-DEFL ECT I0N =
BALLISTIC FRROR STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-R ANGE= 56.3








5 0.055 0.08 8
6 Oo06 0.105
7 0.065 0. 122
8 0.06 9 0.138
9 0.0 7 2 0. 153
10 0.075 0. 169
11 0.078 0.18 4

























MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI ATION-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-DEFLECT ION= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEVIATI GN-RANGE= 56.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATION-DEFLECTI 0N= 14.8
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE= 1366.9
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV IATI ON-DEFLECT 1 0N= 94.9
















1 0.011 0.011 0.0
2 0.018 0.021 0.003
3 0.024 0.032 0.008
4 0.028 0.042 0.013
5 0.032 0.052 0.020
6 0.035 0.062 0.027
7 0.038 0.072 0.034
8 0.040 0.082 0.042
9 0.042 0.092 0.050
10 0.044 0.101 0.058
11 0.045 0.111 0.C66
12 C.047 0.120 0.074
13 0.048 0.130 0.082
14 0.049 0.139 0.090














TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT ION-DE ELECT ION= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV IATI ON-RANGE= 29.7



















LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGF= 163.1




































































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RAMGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEF LECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT 1 ON-R ANGE = 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-DEFLECTI 0N=
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV IATI ON-RANGE= 29.7







































ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE = 778.3






















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I ON= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD OE VI AT ION-RANGF = 8.3TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-DE ELECT I 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-RANGE= 29.7
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFLECTI 0N= 7.4
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT ION-RAN GE= 1366.
Q
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFL ECT I 0N= 94.9
N AFTK AFTK(INDEP) D I FF ( ABSOLUTE ) D I FF (R EL AT I VE
)
1 0.015 0.015 0.0 0.0
2 0.023 0.029 0.006 0.273
3 0.028 0.043 0.015 0.532
4 0.032 0.057 0.025 0.777
5 0.035 0.C71 0.036 1.010
6 0.038 0.^85 0.047 1.233
7 0.040 O.098 0.058 1.447
8 0.042 0.112 0.070 1.653
9 0.044 0.125 0.081 1.851
10 0.045 0.137 0.092 2.043
11 0.046 0.150 0.104 2.229
12 0.048 0.163 0.115 2.409
13 0.049 0.175 0.126 2.584
14 0.050 0.187 0.137 2.754
15 0.051 C.199 0.148 2.919
LETHAL RADIUS-RANGE= 47.5
LETHAL RADIUS-DEFLECTION= 47.5
MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI AT I ON-DEFLECT ION= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE = 51.9
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFLECTI 0N= 14.8
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE= 163.1
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFL ECT I 0N= 94.9
N AFTK AFTK(INDEP) DI FF ( ABSOLUTE ) D I FF
(
REL AT I VE
1 0.076 0.076 0.0 0.0
2 0.126 0.146 0.020 0.160
3 0.162 0.211 0.050 0.307
4 0.188 0.271 0.083 0.440
5 0.209 0.327 0.117 0.560
6 0.227 0.378 0.151 0.667
7 0.241 0.425 0.184 0.762
8 C.254 0.469 0.215 0.847
9 0.265 0.509 0.244 0.923
10 0.275 0.547 0.272 0.990
11 0.283 0.581 0.298 1.050
12 0.291 0.613 0.322 1.103
13 0.299 0.642 0.344 1.151
14 0.3C5 0.670 0.364 1.193





MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-DEFLECTI ON= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT I ON-RANGE= 8.3TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT ION-DE FLECT ION = 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-R ANGE= 51.9





































ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE= 778.3
ERROR STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-DEFL ECT I 0N= 94.9
















































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECTI 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V I AT I ON-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI AT I ON-DEFLECT I 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-RANGE= 51.9
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFL ECTI 0N= 14.8
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RAMGE= 1366.9
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFL ECT I QiM= 94.9
N AFTK AFTK( INDEP) DIFF( ABSOLUTE)
1 0.015 0.015 0.0
2 0.024 0.C2 9 0.005
3 0.031 0.043 0.012
4 0.036 0.0 57 0.021
5 0.040 0.071 0.030
6 0.044 0.084 0.041
7 0.047 0.098 0.051
8 0.049 0.111 0.062
9 0.051 0. 124 0.073
10 0.053 0.137 0.083
11 0.055 0.149 0.094
12 0.056 0. 162 0.10 5
13 0.05 8 0. 174 0.116
14 0.059 0.186 0.127





















MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFLECT I ON= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI ATION-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFLECT ION= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 93.4
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-DEFLECTI 0N= 25.2
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEVI ATI 0N-RANGE= 163.1
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFL ECTI 0N= 94.9

















1 C.073 0.073 0.0
2 0.130 0.141 0.011
3 0.176 0.204 0.028
4 0.213 0.262 0.049
5 0.244 0.316 0.072
6 0.270 0.36 6 0.096
7 0.292 .412 0.120
8 0.312 0.455 0.143
9 C.32Q 0.495 0.166
10 0.344 0.532 0.188
11 0.357 0.566 0.209
12 0.370 0.59 8 0.228
13 0.3 81 0.627 0.246
14 0.391 0.654 0.263
15 0.400 0.680 0.279
LETHAL RADIUS-RANGE= 47.5
LETHAL RADIUS-DEFLECTION= 47.5
MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERRCR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEF LECT I 0N= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI AT ION-R ANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE V T i T I ON-DEFL ECT I 0N= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-RANGE= 93.4
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEVI ATI ON-DEFLECTI 0N= 25.2
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT ION-RANGE= 778.3
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATI ON-DEFL ECT I 0N= 94.9



































MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-RANGE= -158.1
MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RROR-DEFL ECT I ON= 32.0
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEVI ATION-RANGE= 8.3
TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DE VI ATION-DEFLECT ION= 8.3
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATION-RANGE = 93.4
BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I ATION-DEFLECTION= 25.2
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE= 1366.9
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFL ECT 1 0N= 94.9
N AFTK AFTK(INDEP) DIFF ( ABSOLUTE) DI FF (RELATIVE )
1 0.014 0.014 0.0 0.0
2 0.026 0.028 0.003 0.111
3 0.035 0.042 0.008 0.222
4 0.042 0.056 0.014 0.332
5 0.048 0.070 0.021 0.441
6 0.054 0.083 0.029 0.548
7 0.058 0.096 0.038 0.654
8 0.062 0.109 0.047 0.757
9 0.066 0.122 0.056 0.858
10 0.069 0.134 0.066 0.956
11 0.071 0.147 0.075 1.C53
12 0.074 0.159 0.085 1.147
13 0.076 0.171 0.095 1.238
14 0.079 0.183 0.104 1.328





































THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT
KILL PRHSABILITI ES FOR THE ONE DIMENSIONAL SALVO
MODEL V.'ITH THE FOLLOWING INPUT VARIABLES:
LETHAL RADIUS(A)
MEAN AIM POINT(AMU)
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STD. DEV.(SIGA)
BALLISTIC ERROR STD. DEV«(SIGD)
THE PROGRAM USES DOUBLE
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-H,0-Z)
PRECISION,
THE FOLLOWING MUST BE DIMENSIONED TO NRDS, THE
MAXIMUM NUMBER CF ROUNDS FIRED IN THE SALVO.





CALL CANCEH2) TO SUPRESS UNDERFLOW MESSAGES.
MM=3
NN=1
MM AND NN APE COUNTERS USED TO CONTROL FORMAT,
THE
PAP.




FOLLOWING START AND STOP VALUES OF LOOP
AMETFRS ARE ACTUAL VALUE PLUS ONE.
I A- 11 ,51,20
IAMU=l,2 n l, 100
































( INDICES. 1) GO TO 97
I TEC 06,1000) A ,AMU,VARA,VARD
RMAT( •^' ,//t022X, 'LETHAL R AD I US = • , F7. 1 , /
,
X,»MFAN AIM P0INT=',E7.1,/,
X, 'TARGET LOCATION ERROR V AR I ANC E= ' , Fl . 1,
X, 'BALLISTIC ERROR VARI ANCE=« , F10. 1, // , 22X











X , ' M E A N
x! ' BAL LI STIC ERROR V ARI ANC E= • , Fl C . 1 , // , 2 2X , • N
'
KILL* ,3X, ' PK ILL ( INOEP) ', 3X ,« DI
F
c




,////, 22X, 'LETHAL RADIUS=',
AIM POINT=» ,F7.1 ,/,
TARGET LOCATION ERROR VARI ANC E= •
,
F7.1,/





5'DIFF(RELATI VE ) ' ,/)
NN=NN+l
96 DO 102 N=1,NRDS
DO 100 K=l ,N
AN=DFLOAT(N)
AK=DFLOAT(K)
BINOMC = OGAMMA( AN+1.0) / < DGAMMA( AK + 1 .0 )*
1DGAMMA( AN-AK + l.T- ) )
TERM2A=A**2+VARD y
TERM2=( (-1,1 )*~ (K-l) )*(A/DSQRT(TERM2A) )**<K-1)
TERM3A=TERM2A+AK*VARA






























COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TWO DIMENSION MODEL




























THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT
AVERAGE FRACTIONS OF TARGETS KILLED FOR THE TWO
DIMENSIONAL SALVO MODEL WITH CIRCULAR NORMAL
LETHALITY, TARGET DENSITY, TARGET LOCATION ERROR
AMD BALLISTIC ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, AND THE
FOLLOWING INPUT VARIABLES:
LETHAL RADIUS(A)
TARGET LOCATION ERROR STD. DEV.(SIGA)
BALLISTIC ERROR STD. DEV.(SIGD)
TARGET DENSITY STD. DEV.(SIGT)
THE PROGRAM USES DOUBLE
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-H,0-Z)
PRECISION.
THE FOLLOWING MUST BE DIMENSIONED TO NROS, THE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ROUNDS FIRED IN THE SALVO.
DIMENSION TERM( 1 5 ) , F ( 1 5 ) ,T ERMI N ( 1 5 ) , DI FF ( 1 5 ) ,
1DIFREL( 15)
NRDS=15





THE FOLLOWING START AND STOP VALUES OF LOOP
PARAMETERS ARE ACTUAL VALUE PLUS ONE.
DO 100 IA=11,51,2<"
DO ICO ISIGT= 11,211,100
DO 100 ISIGA=l ,401 ,200
DO ICO ISIGD= 1,61,30
MM=MM+1
INDIC=MM-3*NN











Q=( ASQ+DVAR) /( AVAR+TVAR)
IF(INDIC.EO.l) GO TO 97
WRITE (^6,1 000) A,TVAR, AVAR,OVAR
FORMAT ( »P» ,//,022X, 'LETHAL RADIUS = « , F7. 1 , / ,
122X, 'TARGET DENSITY VARI ANCE = ' , F 10. 1 , /
,
222X, 'TARGET LOCATION ERROR V AR I ANC E= ' , Fl . 1, /,
322X, 'BALLI STIC ERROR V ARI ANCE=' , Fl 0. 1
,
//
P) 3X4'AFTK' ,4X, 'AFTK( I NO
5'DIFF(PELATIVE ) ' ,/)
GO TO 96
97 WRITEC "6, ICY 2) A, TVAR , AVAR , DVAR
10C2 FORMAT( ' 1' ,////, 22X, 'LETHAL RADIUS=»
? "? X





122X, "TARGET DENSITY VARI ANCE=" , F10. 1 , /
»
222X, 'TARGET LOCATION ERROR V AR I ANC E=
'










BINOMC=0GAMMA( AN+1.0) / (DGAMMA( AK+1.0
)
:
1DGAMMA( AN-AK+1 .0 )
)









TERMIN(N)=1.C- (1.0-F( 1 ) )**N
DIFF(M) =TEPMIN(N)-F(N)





1CA WRITE ( 06, 1001)







COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TWO DIMENSION MODEL





















THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT
AVERAGE FRACTIONS OF TARGET KILLED(AFTK) FOP THE
TWO DIMFNSIOMAL SALVO MODEL WITH ELLI°TICAL NORMAL
LETHALITY, TARGET DENSITY, TARGET LOCATION ERROR
AND BALLISTIC ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS. INPUT DATA IN
THIS PROGRAM IS ^OR THE 105MM HOWITZER CASE,
THE X COORDINATE IS RANGE AND THE Y COORDINATE IS
DEFLECTION.
THIS PROGRAM USES DOUBLE PRECISION.
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-H,0-Z)
THE FOLLOWING MUST BE DIMENSIONED TO NRDSt THE












































































RDS,F, TERM IN, DIFF, INDIC, DIFREL)
X , AY , BX , BY , S I GT X , S T GT Y , S I GDX , S IGDV
,
RD S, F, TER.MI N, DIFF, DIFREL)
X, AY,BX,BY,SIGTX,SIGTY,SIGDX,SIGDV,
RDS,F, TERM IN, DIFF, INDIC, DIFREL)
X , AY, BX,BY,SIGTX,SIGTY,SIGDX,SIGDY,



































BINOMC=DGAMMA( AN+1.0 ) /(DGAMMA( AK+l.rt )*




TERM3=(DSQRT(PX*PY) )**K/DSQRT( ( 0X+ AK ) * ( QY+ AK )
)








TERMIN(N)=1.0-( 1.0 -F(l) )**N
DIFF(N) =TERMIN(N)-F(N)








SUBROUTINE WRITE ( AX , AY , BX , BY , S IGT X , S I GT Y , S I GDX, S I G9Y,
1SIGAX, SIGAY,MRDS f F,TERMIN,DIFF, Ifs'DICDIFREL)
IMPLICIT REAL*8< A-HtO-Z)
DIMENSION F(NRDS) , TERM IN ( NRDS ) , DIFF(NRDS) , DIFREL(NRDS)
IFUNDIC.EQ.O) GO TO 10
WRITE (06,1000) AX T AY, BX , BY , S I GTX , S I GTY , S I GDX , S IGDY,
1SIGAX T SIGAY
1000 FORMAT( ' !' ,//, 22X, 'LETHAL RADI US-RANGE= » , F7. 1 , / ,
122 X, 'LETHAL RA 91 US-DE FLE CT I 0N = ' , F7. 1 , / /
,
222X,'MEAN TARGET LOCATION E RPOR-R ANGE= » , F7 . 1 , /
,
322X,'MEAN TARGET LOCATION ERROR-DEFLECT ION=» , F7. 1, //,
422X, 'TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-RANGE=
'
, F7. 1 , /t
522X, 'TARGET DENSITY STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DE FLECT I 0N= '
,
7'BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-R ANG E= ' , F7. 1 , / , 22X
8, 'BALLISTIC ERROR STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-OEFL ECT I 0N= • ,
9F7.1,//,22X,

































STANDARD DEV I AT I ON-DEFLECTI 0N = '
AFTK' ,4X, ' AFTK( IMDEP
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